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Abstract: The effects of the wet–dry cycles on the chemical compositions, microstructure, and
mechanical properties of Pisha sandstone were experimentally investigated in the current study. A
series of uniaxial compression tests were conducted to validate the deterioration of the mechanical
property of specimens after wet–dry cycles. In addition, the evolutions of the mineral compositions
and microstructure characteristics were confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron
microscope (SEM). Experimental results indicated that with the increase of wet–dry cycles, the
mechanical properties of Pisha sandstone gradually decrease. After five wet–dry cycles, the uniaxial
compressive strength, elastic modulus, and fracture energy of specimens were reduced by 41.06%,
62.39%, and 31.92%, respectively. The failure mode of the specimen changes from inclined shear
failure to peel failure. Compared to the initial specimens, the relative content of primary minerals
after five wet–dry cycles declined by 5.94%, and the relative content of clay minerals after five wet–dry
cycles increased by 54.33%. Additionally, the porosity of samples exhibits a positive correlation with
wet–dry cycles. Compared to the initial specimens, the porosity of specimens after five wet–dry cycles
increased by 176.32%. Finally, a prediction model of the correlation between uniaxial compressive
strength and porosity is proposed and verified.

Keywords: Pisha sandstone; microstructure; mineral compositions; uniaxial compressive strength;
wet–dry cycles

1. Introduction

Pisha sandstone is a typical loose layer composed of sandstone, arenaceous shale,
and mudstone, which widely distributes around the border areas of Shanxi, Shaanxi, and
Mongolia in the Yellow River Basin [1]. The Pisha sandstone is mainly white, grayish-white,
and purplish-red in color and is generally layered. Pisha sandstone mainly consists of
kaolinite, quartz, feldspar, muscovite, hematite, calcite, biotite, illite, and chlorite. Due to
the intrinsically low diagenesis and inferior mechanical intensity, Pisha sandstone quickly
turns into mud when encountering water [2]. Pisha sandstone is prone to disintegration and
collapse under the action of external forces, such as freezing and thawing, gravity, wind,
and water force [3–5]. Therefore, rainfall intensity and environmental humidity inevitably
accelerate the erosion rate of the sandstone [6,7] and cause severe soil erosion problems.
It has been reported that the modulus of soil erosion in the area of Pisha sandstone is
approximately 30,000~40,000 t/(km2a), of which the annual average amount of sediment
entering the Yellow River is nearly 200 million t, and the coarse sediment deposited can
reach up to 100 million tons [8]. A total of 66.5% of the Pisha sand region has a large
production of coarse sediment (d ≥ 0.05 mm), which provides 25% of the total sediment of
the lower Yellow River [9,10]. Therefore, the Pisha sandstone area is widely regarded as
the most severe soil erosion region on the Loess Plateau [9].
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Previous studies revealed the impacts of rainwater infiltration on the slope stabil-
ity [11,12] and microstructure [13] of Pisha sandstone. The erosion mechanisms of rainfall
can be briefly summarized as follow: (1) water flow can result in surface, and fine trench
erosion [14,15], and (2) the permeation of rainwater also compromises the structural per-
formance [16] of Pisha sandstone. However, the interaction between sandstone and water
not only involves the scouring and infiltration of rainfall. In a complex and diverse natural
environment, tremendous factors may affect water–sandstone interaction, such as frequent
rainfall and evaporation, the rise and fall of underground water, and the change of rela-
tive environmental humidity. That is, the sandstone inevitably undergoes the alternate
action of dry and wet conditions, as well as repeated water absorption and dehydration
phenomenon [17,18]. Nevertheless, such critical issues were squarely out of the scope of the
abovementioned investigations. Limited correlated studies mainly concentrate on the prop-
erties of the reconstituted Pisha sandstone instead of original samples [19–21], which may
be entirely unable to reveal the performances of Pisha sandstone under natural conditions.

The effects of the wet–dry cycles on the performances of unweathered Pisha sandstone
were experimentally investigated in the current research study. A series of X-ray diffraction
(XRD) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) experiments were conducted to reveal the
changes in chemical compositions and physical properties of the samples during these
stages. The failure modes, uniaxial compressive strength, elastic modulus, and fracture
energy of Pisha sandstone at different wet–dry cycles were systematically compared and
analyzed. Furthermore, the pore morphology parameters (average pore diameter and pore
area) were carried out to quantify the deterioration trends of pore structure. Finally, a
prediction model of the correlation between uniaxial compressive strength and porosity is
proposed and verified.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Mechanical Performances
2.1.1. Failure Modes

The failure modes of specimens at each wet–dry cycle are plotted in Figure 1, in which
the N represents the number of wet–dry cycles. The failure mode of the virgin samples is
an inclined shear failure. The inclination angle between the primary crack and the axis of
the Pisha sandstone was approximately 25–35◦. In the early stage of the wet–dry cycle (≤2),
the failure mode is still the inclined shear failure. However, the width of the primary crack
increases and the number of cracks increase. In addition, the inclination angle is gradually
reduced. At the later stage of the wet–dry cycle (>2), the primary crack no longer extends
diagonally, the failure modes of specimens transition to peel failure, the cracks increase
significantly, and the side surfaces of the samples begin to peel off. This phenomenon
demonstrates that wet-dry cycling action has a significant effect on the failure modes of
Pisha sandstone.
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2.1.2. Water Absorption

The macro-mechanical properties of rocks with different water contents vary greatly,
and the investigation of water absorption properties of Pisha sandstone under different
wet–dry cycles is of great significance to studying the weathering and erosion mechanism
of Pisha sandstone. Therefore, the water absorption performance of Pisha sandstone
specimens after different dry–wet cycles was measured, as shown in Figure 2. The formula
for calculating the water absorption rate is displayed in Equation (1), where WN is the
water absorption rate after N dry–wet cycles; MN1 is the mass of the specimen when it is
saturated with water during N dry–wet cycles; and MN0 is the mass of the specimen when
it is dry during N dry–wet cycles.

WN =
MN1 −MN0

MN0
× 100% (1)
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Figure 2. Water absorption rate of Pisha sandstone specimens at different wet–dry cycles.

Figure 2 illustrates that the water absorption of Pisha sandstone is in the range of
4–5.5%, which is larger than the general rock material. This conclusion indicates that Pisha
sandstone is a porous rock with a significant effect of water on it and poor engineering
properties. With the increase of the number of wet–dry cycles, the water absorption rate of
Pisha sandstone exhibits a gradually decreasing trend. This phenomenon can be attributed
to the filling of pores and fissures inside specimens by small-sized clay minerals produced
by the water–rock action, resulting in less space to accommodate water molecules in the
specimen. Moreover, the clay minerals generated gradually fill the pores and cracks inside
the specimen, resulting in poor penetration of water molecules inside specimens.

In addition, the decline rate of water absorption of Pisha sandstone is larger in the
early stage of dry–wet cycles (≤2 cycles). Compared with the previous cycle, the water
absorption rate of specimens after one cycle and two cycles decreased by 8.52% and 14.29%,
respectively. This result indicates that the wet–dry cycling action has a significant effect
on the water absorption rate of Pisha sandstone at the early stage of wet–dry cycling.
The decline rate of water absorption rate is lower in the late stage of the dry–wet cycles.
Compared with the previous cycle, the water absorption rate of the specimens declined by
1.21%, 1.71%, and 1.24% after three cycles, four cycles, and five cycles, respectively.
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2.1.3. Stress–Strain Curve

A series of uniaxial compression experiments were carried out to investigate the
stress–strain curves of various specimens with different wet–dry cycles. The loading rate is
1 mm/min, and the results are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Results of uniaxial compression test: (a) stress–strain curve; and (b) simplified illustration.

Figure 3a illustrates that the wet–dry cycle has a significant effect on the uniaxial
compressive strength. With the increase of wet–dry cycles, the peak stress (σu) of Pisha
sandstone gradually decreases. Compared to the initial specimens, the peak stress of
specimens after one cycle, two cycles, three cycles, four cycles, and five cycles dropped
by 11.03%, 18.25%, 26.62%, 37.26%, and 41.06%, respectively. The physical and chemical
reactions during the wet and dry cycles destroy the original particles and break the bond
between the particles, which leads to the reduction of compressive strength. On the contrary,
the peak strain (εu) of specimens exhibited a positive correlation with the wet–dry cycles.
The peak strain (εu) of specimens after 5 cycles is 1.41 times that of initial specimens. In
addition, the trend of the stress–strain curves of all specimens is consistent.

Figure 3b indicates that the stress–strain curve of specimens can be divided into
four stages, including the compaction stage (OA), elastic stage (AB), plastic stage (BC),
and descending stage (CD). In the compaction stage (OA), the loose internal structure
of Pisha sandstone gradually densely compacts when subjected to low loadings, and the
deformation at this stage is plastic deformation. Then, it enters the elastic stage (AB), the
stress and strain show a linear relationship. When the stress exceeds the elastic limit stress
(σb), the specimen enters the plastic stage (BC), and cracks begin to occur on the surface of
the specimen. Finally, when the stress reaches its peak, the stress drops rapidly, and the
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specimen is completely broken. It should be mentioned that with the increase of dry and
wet loading cycles, the strain in the compaction stage (OA) increases significantly. This
phenomenon can be attributed to the gradual increase of cracks and pores in the specimen
as the number of cycles increases. Meanwhile, a similar phenomenon has emerged in the
plasticity phase.

2.1.4. Elastic Modulus

Elastic modulus is an essential parameter for the deformation and stability analysis
of Pisha sandstone, representing the ability of materials to resist deformation. The secant
elastic modulus method is employed to investigate the elastic modulus of specimens after
different dry–wet cycles. The elastic modulus of specimens at different wet–dry cycles are
listed in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 demonstrates that with the increase of wet–dry cycles, the elastic modulus
of Pisha sandstone at different wet–dry cycles gradually decreases. The elastic modulus
of the initial specimens (0 cycles) is 1.20 times, 1.64 times, 1.84 times, 2.08 times, and
2.66 times that of specimens after one cycle, two cycles, three cycles, four cycles, and five
cycles, respectively. As the number of wet–dry cycles increases, the pores and cracks in the
specimens gradually increase leading to the reduction of the resistance to deformation.

2.1.5. Fracture Energy

The fracture energy (Ee) was employed to evaluate the energy absorption ability
of specimens at different wet–dry cycles. It can be calculated by integrating the area of
nominal stress–strain curves as per Equation (2), ranging from 0 to its peak strain (su). The
simplified illustration and fracture energy of specimens at different wet–dry cycles are
displayed in Figure 5.

Ee =
∫ Su

0
σ(s)ds (2)

Figure 5 indicates that the fracture energy exhibits a negative correlation with wet–dry
cycles. The fracture energy of the initial specimens (0 cycles) is 1.03 times, 1.08 times,
1.20 times, 1.45 times, and 1.47 times that of specimens after one cycle, two cycles, three
cycles, four cycles, and five cycles, respectively. This phenomenon can be due to the fact that
with the increasing number of wet–dry cycles, the damage inside the specimens gradually
increases, which leads to the reduction of the fracture energy. It is noteworthy that the
fracture energy of specimens decreases slowly in the early wet–dry cycle.
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2.2. Mineral Compositions

The XRD technique was applied to determine the mineral types and relative contents
of Pisha sandstone specimens after different wet–dry cycles, and the experimental results
are depicted in Figure 6. The diffraction peak intensity of the main minerals of Pisha
sandstone under different wet–dry cycles is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Diffraction peak intensity of main minerals of Pisha sandstone (%).

Minerals d (A) N = 0 N = 1 N = 2 N = 3 N = 4 N = 5

Ch 14.98 37.93 33.59 37.45 28.61 31.87 6.37
M, B, I 9.81 11.82 11.84 13.81 10.76 12.69 1.53

Ch 7.01 8.92 8.814 10.08 7.86 9.19 1.64
F, K 6.31 10.25 8.11 9.17 7.19 8.43 1.35
Q 4.22 32.23 11.50 12.11 9.55 10.56 1.69

Q, F, I 3.33 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
F, Ca 3.22 79.84 38.70 19.91 24.54 17.85 51.56
M, K 3.17 73.68 17.48 11.62 14.70 14.06 25.43

H 2.57 5.21 8.22 8.72 6.83 8.66 1.27
Q, I 2.45 8.94 9.65 9.62 7.60 9.89 1.37
Q 2.23 7.53 5.69 6.26 5.20 6.59 0.92
Q 2.12 15.25 8.92 8.16 6.95 10.98 2.14
H 1.67 6.31 7.49 6.55 6.18 6.68 1.37
Q 1.54 8.40 10.43 9.17 7.89 9.98 2.41
Q 1.37 7.11 8.45 8.17 10.01 10.53 1.042

K—Kaolinite; Q—Quartz; F—Feldspar; M—Muscovite; H—Hematite; Ca—Calcite; B—Biotite; I—Illite;
Ch—Chorite; d—the spacing of crystal planes; N—the number of wet–dry cycles.

Figure 6 illustrates that Pisha sandstone mainly consists of kaolinite, quartz, feldspar,
muscovite, hematite, calcite, biotite, illite, and chlorite, among which the diffraction peaks
of quartz (2θ = 26.6◦) and feldspar (2θ = 27◦) are the most intense. Quartz, feldspar,
calcite, and biotite are classified as primary minerals, and kaolinite, muscovite, hematite,
chlorite, and illite are regarded as clay minerals. It can be seen from Figure 6b that with the
increase of wet–dry cycles, the relative content of primary minerals gradually decreases.
Compared to the initial specimens, the relative content of primary minerals after five
wet–dry cycles declined by 5.94%. On the contrary, the relative content of clay minerals in
samples exhibited the opposite trend. The relative content of clay minerals of the initial
samples (0 cycles) is 1.15 times, 1.17 times, 1.45 times, 1.51 times, and 1.54 times that of
samples after one cycle, two cycles, three cycles, four cycles, and five cycles, respectively.
This is attributed to the decomposition of easily weathering feldspar, calcite, and muscovite
into clay minerals during the wet–dry cycles [22]. Furthermore, the relative content of clay
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minerals increased rapidly in the early stage (≤2) and developed slowly in the later stage
of wet–dry cycles.
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Figure 6. XRD results of specimens at different wet–dry cycles: (a) XRD; (b) minerals; and (c) primary
clay minerals.

2.3. Microstructure Analysis

The microstructure changes of specimens at different wet–dry cycles were investigated
by SEM, as shown in Figure 7, in which the N represents the number of wet–dry cycles.
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Figure 7. SEM results of specimens at different wet–dry cycles (1000×).

Figure 7 revealed that the Pisha sandstone grains of initial samples were smooth and
flat, and the direct boundary between grains was clear. With the increase of wet–dry cycles,
the surface of Pisha sandstone particles became rough and porous, and the boundary
between particles was gradually filled. Under water–rock interaction, the Pisha sandstone
was subject to physical and chemical weathering, resulting in reduced smoothness and
density. Moreover, the size of Pisha sandstone particles also gradually became smaller. This
is because during the wet–dry cycle, primary minerals with larger particle sizes gradually
decomposed into secondary minerals with smaller particle sizes [18,23].

2.4. Porosity Analysis
2.4.1. Porosity and Distribution

A pixel-based image processing algorithm base on the SEM results was employed
to compare and analyze the porosity and distribution of specimens at different wet–dry
cycles [16,24]. In order to provide more analysis objects and meet the statistical require-
ments, the SEM results with a magnification of 100 times were selected. In addition, each
group of six SEM images was chosen to reduce errors. The image processing of specimens
at different wet–dry cycles was given in Figure 8, wherein the gray and red contrast in the
images showed the density distribution of the voids. With the increase of wet–dry cycles,
the red area gradually increased, indicating that the defect area and porosity of samples
increased. It should be mentioned that the defect area started to connect and became huge
pores when the number of wet–dry cycles exceeded three. The porosity and distribution of
samples after different wet–dry cycles are illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Porosity of specimens at different wet–dry cycles: (a) porosity; (b) average pore area; and
(c) average pore diameter.

Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate that the porosity of samples exhibits a positive correlation
with wet–dry cycles. Compared to the initial specimens, the porosity of specimens after
one cycle, two cycles, three cycles, four cycles, and five cycles increased by 9.96%, 48.50%,
72.27%, 120.86%, and 176.32%, respectively. It is noteworthy that the porosity of specimens
grows slowly before two cycles and then develops rapidly afterward. Furthermore, with
the increase of wet–dry cycles, the average pore area and average pore diameter of samples
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gradually increase. The cumulative percentage of pore area in each group of specimens
with an average pore area less than 10,000 µm2 is 67.67%, 56.31%, 46.34%, 38.03%, 29.11%,
and 26.46%, respectively. The cumulative percentage of pore diameter in each group
of specimens with an average pore diameter less than 100 µm is 91.70%, 90.09%, 89.89%,
89.86%, 89.31%, and 88.95%, respectively. Thereby, the average pore area is more sensitive to
wet–dry cycles than the average pore diameter. After five cycles, the cumulative proportion
of average pore area decreases by 43.21%, while the cumulative proportion of average pore
diameter reduces by 2.75%. This is because under the water–rock interaction, small pores
gradually connect to form large pores, and new small pores are generated.

2.4.2. Correlation between Porosity and Strength

A prediction model is proposed to represent the correlation between uniaxial com-
pressive strength and porosity, as shown in Equation (3). Among them, σc and P are the
uniaxial compressive strength (MPa) and porosity (%) of specimens at different wet–dry
cycles, respectively.

σc =
8.31
√

p
(3)

Figure 10 displays the correlation between uniaxial compressive strength and porosity,
and Table 2 shows the error analysis of experimental value (σE) and prediction (σPre)
value. The uniaxial compressive strength and porosity exhibit a negative correlation trend.
When the porosity of samples increases from 10.64% to 29.40%, the uniaxial compressive
strength of specimens decreases by 41.06%. This is because the pores and cracks inside
specimens gradually increase along with the increases of wet–dry cycles, leading to a
reduction in macro mechanical strength. In addition, the prediction model proposed
(Equation (3)) in this work is in good agreement with the experimental results. The
errors of all specimens at different wet–dry cycles were within the range of −3.89–3.13%
indicating the feasibility and accuracy of Equation (3) as a prediction model for the uniaxial
compressive strength–porosity.
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Figure 10. Relationship between uniaxial compressive strength and porosity.

2.4.3. Correlation between Porosity and Clay Mineral Content

The correlation between porosity and clay mineral content of Pisha sandstone at
different wet–dry cycles is depicted in Figure 11. With the increase of clay mineral content,
the porosity of specimens gradually increased. When the clay mineral content increased
from 9.86% to 15.21%, the porosity of samples grew from 10.64% to 29.40%, rising by
176.32%. This phenomenon is attributed to the decomposition of primary minerals into
clay minerals during the wet–dry cycles, which increases the cracks and pores inside the
specimens. Figure 12 illustrates the correlation between clay mineral content and the
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uniaxial compressive strength of Pisha sandstone at different wet–dry cycles. The uniaxial
compressive strength of specimens exhibited a negative correlation with the clay mineral
content. When the clay mineral content increased from 9.86% to 15.21%, the uniaxial
compressive strength of samples decreased from 2.63 MPa to 1.55 MPa, a decrease of 41.06%.
This is because the decomposition of primary minerals into clay minerals increases the
internal defects of specimens, leading to a decrease in macroscopic mechanical properties.

Table 2. Error analysis.

N σE (MPa) σPre (MPa) σE/σPre

0 2.63 2.55 1.03
1 2.34 2.43 0.96
2 2.15 2.09 1.03
3 1.93 1.94 0.99
4 1.65 1.71 0.96
5 1.55 1.53 1.01

Where N is the number of wet-dry cycles, σE is the experimental value of uniaxial compressive strength, and σPre
is the prediction value of uniaxial compressive strength.
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2.4.4. Discussion

During the dry–wet cycles, significant changes were found in the occurrence state
and water content in the Pisha sandstone. In the wetting stage, the water content in the
Pisha sandstone gradually increases, which promotes the dissolution of feldspar, calcite,
and muscovite [25,26]. The cohesive force inside the Pisha sandstone gradually decreases,
and the porosity gradually increases. Moreover, the easily weathered feldspar, calcite, and
muscovite gradually decomposed into clay minerals with smaller particle sizes, which
further increased the porosity inside specimens. In the drying stage, the water content
inside the Pisha sandstone gradually decreases, and the internal components begin to shrink
due to water loss, further reducing the cohesive force and increasing the porosity. Sumner
investigated the effect of water content on the physical properties of sandstone under
the action of wet–dry cycles [27]. Li studied the effect of wet–dry cycles on mechanical
parameters, such as deformation, strength, and damage morphology, of sandstone [19].
Wu examined the deterioration law of mechanical properties of remolded soft sandstone
under wet–dry cycles. Although many scholars have carried out studies on the physical
properties, chemical properties, and mechanical properties of Pisha sandstone in different
environments, there are few reports on the mineral composition, microstructure, and void
fraction of Pisha arsenic sandstone under wet–dry cycles. Therefore, the change law of
mineral composition, microstructure, porosity, and mechanical strength of Pisha sandstone
was analyzed, which provides a reference for the analysis of the stability of new Pisha
sandstone slopes, the prediction of Pisha sandstone life, and treatment measures.

3. Experimental Design
3.1. Sample Selection

The Pisha sandstone samples were collected from the Pisha sandstone area (39.46◦ N,
110.49◦ E) in the Nuanshui Country, Junger Banner, Ordos City, Inner Mongolia, which
was one of the typical soil erosion regions [28]. Due to heavy weathering and the loose
layer structure of Pisha sandstone, the surficial layer of Pisha sandstone is not suitable for
sampling. Therefore, the virgin Pisha sandstone was derived underground with a depth of
2.5 m to ensure stability, homogeneity, and low weathering degree [22]. Pisha sandstone
blocks with small surface joint development, no delamination, and cracks were selected. To
facilitate the preparation of specimens, the size of the Pisha sandstone blocks should not be
less than 400 mm × 400 mm × 400 mm. A large number of bubble columns were applied
to wrap the Pisha sandstone blocks to reduce disturbance and damage during transport.

In addition, further screening of the primary samples was carried out to reduce
the dispersion of the experimental results and ensure the validity and comparability of
the experiment. Therefore, the mineral composition screening method and microscopic
morphology screening method are adopted in the current test. The mineral composition
of all samples was determined by XRD. Considering that feldspar, calcite, and muscovite
decompose into clay minerals during the wet–dry cycle tests, the content of primary
minerals and clay minerals was employed as an indicator for screening samples. When the
content of any mineral in a sample differs from the average value by more than 5%, the
sample will be excluded. The main indicators include the content of feldspar, calcite, and
muscovite; the total amount of primary minerals; and the total amount of clay minerals.
Moreover, a super depth-of-field three-dimensional micro-observation instrument was
adopted to observe the microscopic morphology of all samples. When there is a significant
difference in the microscopic morphology (pores and cracks) of the sample, the sample will
be excluded.

According to the Standard for Geotechnical Test Methods (GB/T 50123-2019) [29],
36 cylinders with a diameter of 60 mm and a height of 120 mm (see Figure 13) were prepared
and divided into six groups on average. The average values of the physical properties of
the initial Pisha sandstone specimens are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. The average values of the physical properties of the initial Pisha sandstone specimens.

Diameter (mm) Height (mm) Mass (g) Water Content (%) Density (g/cm3)

60.00 120.00 766.13 5.23 2.26

3.2. Wet-Dry Cycling Test

Figure 14 displays the procedure of the wet–dry cycling test. The wet–dry cycling test
method was improved by considering “water absorption in high-humidity environment–
drying with device” as one cycle, which enhances the operability of wet–dry cycle ex-
periments and also conforms to the actual situation in the field [30,31]. The experiment
process can be briefly summarized as follows: firstly, specimens were placed into a constant
temperature (20 ± 2 ◦C) and humidity (95% ± 1%) curing tank to absorb moisture until
reaching stable weights, which took about 24 days. Secondly, specimens were dried in
a drying oven for 24 h at 105 ◦C. Lastly, samples were kept in a drying container and
prepared for further experiments or wet–dry cycles. In summary, each cycle is roughly
about 25 days. Further experiments mainly include the uniaxial compression experiment,
X-ray diffraction analysis, and SEM observation. The specimens and equipment are shown
in Figure 14. In addition, the appearance, mass (saturated with water and dry), mineral
composition, and microstructure of specimens after each wet–dry cycle need to be recorded
and analyzed.

3.3. Test Equipment

A YDW-10 universal testing machine was employed to investigate the uniaxial com-
pression experiment of Pisha sandstone. The XRD result was obtained by the D8-Discover
X-ray diffractometer from Bruker, Germany. Diffraction patterns were obtained at 2θ from
5◦ to 90◦ with a scanning rate of 0.15 s/step, and the step width was 0.02◦. A VHX-2000E su-
per depth-of-field three-dimensional micro-observation instrument was used to observe the
surface morphology of the selected samples. A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was
adopted to investigate the microstructure of Pisha sandstone specimens under different wet–
dry cycles. The Quanta 3D FEG field emission environment scanning electron microscope
of Germany FEI company was adopted, with an acceleration voltage of 200 V–30 kV, an
electron beam current of 200 nA, magnification of 30–1,280,000, and environment scanning
modulus of 10–4000 Pa.
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4. Conclusions

(1) With the increase of wet–dry cycles, the mechanical properties of Pisha sandstone
gradually decrease. After five wet–dry cycles, the uniaxial compressive strength,
elastic modulus, and fracture energy of specimens were reduced by 41.06%, 62.39%,
and 31.92%, respectively. The stress–strain curves of specimens can be divided into
four stages: the compaction stage, elastic stage, plastic stage, and descending stage.
In addition, the failure mode of the specimen changes from inclined shear failure to
peel failure.

(2) With the increase of wet–dry cycles, the relative content of primary minerals gradually
decreased, while the relative content of clay minerals gradually increased. Compared
to the initial specimens, the relative content of primary minerals after five wet–dry
cycles declined by 5.94%, and the relative content of clay minerals after five wet–
dry cycles increased by 54.33%. Furthermore, the relative content of clay minerals
increased rapidly in the early stage (≤2) and developed slowly in the later stages of
wet–dry cycles.

(3) Under water–rock interaction, the Pisha sandstone was subject to physical and chemi-
cal weathering, and the surface of the Pisha sandstone particles became rough and
porous. Additionally, the porosity of samples exhibits a positive correlation with
wet–dry cycles. Compared to the initial specimens, the porosity of specimens after
five wet–dry cycles increased by 176.32%.

(4) The uniaxial compressive strength and porosity exhibit a negative correlation trend.
When the porosity of samples increases from 10.64% to 29.40%, the uniaxial com-
pressive strength of specimens decreases by 41.06%. Moreover, the prediction model
proposed in this work is in good agreement with the experimental results.

In addition, the differences in mineral composition, mechanical strength, microstruc-
ture, and voids between the initial specimens and the specimens after different wet and
dry cycles were systematically analyzed. The results provide a reference for the analysis
of the stability of new Pisha sandstone slopes, the prediction of Pisha sandstone life, and
treatment measures.
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